Early in 1945 a special United States Naval Technical Mission in Europe accompanied Allied forces advancing through the low countries into Germany. Concerned with Axis technical and scientific matters, organized into Combined Advanced Field Teams composed of both British and American scientists, the mission members included the mathematician Anthony Biot, aerodynamicists Clark Millikan and Hsue-shen Tsien, and physicists Abraham Hyatt and George Ewald. These men conducted on-the-spot assessments of designated German scientific groups and installations of interest to Allied agencies.

On May 5, 1945, a few of the mission members interrogated the leaders of the Dornberger-von Braun rocket group who had surrendered to Allied troops a few days earlier at Reutte in the Tyrol. During the meeting in the small town of Kochel, Bavaria, Tsien requested that von Braun prepare a summary of German rocket developments and his predictions for the future of rocketry and astronautics. The resulting report, Survey of Development of Liquid Rockets in Germany and Their Future Prospects, suggested potential applications for earth satellites, manned space stations, and flights to neighboring celestial bodies including the moon, as suggested earlier by Tsiolkovsky, Goddard, Courth, Noordung, and others. In July, that report accompanied Abe Hyatt when he returned to the Navy Bureau of Aeronautics (BuAer) in Washington, D.C. According to Hyatt, it stirred a good deal of interest among individuals at BuAer, especially among those in the Aviation Design Research Branch directed by Ivan H. Driggs. But the individual first and certainly most moved by the subject of earth satellites at BuAer was a young Navy lieutenant, Robert P. Haviland.

---
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Haviland, attached to the Electronics Materiel Branch of the Engineering Division in the Navy Bureau of Aeronautics, examined Allied intelligence reports and other documents relating to aircraft identification and electronic countermeasures. With a decrease in work assignments near war's end, Haviland turned his attention to a favorite topic: the implications of space rocketry. In the late summer of 1945 he read a British report concerning the capabilities of the German V-2 rocket, and a NACA technical translation of some earlier work pursued by Eugen Sänger. Willy Ley's Rockets, the Future of Travel Beyond the Stratosphere (New York: Viking Press, 1944), which treated the energy requirements necessary for orbital flight and escape from the earth's gravitational attraction, also stimulated the young man.

Aware of the discussions in the Aviation Design group and, apparently, the von Braun paper, Haviland set about considering potential space missions, and he spent several weeks exploring the technical feasibility of earth satellites based upon extensions of conventional V-2 rocket technology. On August 10, 1945, he combined the results of this study in a nine-page memo to the Head of the BuAer Special Weapons Section, recommending that an earth satellite project, "Project Rex," be authorized by the U.S. Navy. Although overlooking the problems of atmospheric reentry, Haviland calculated that by clustering and staging large rockets, manned artificial earth satellites were technically feasible, and he recommended a number of potential missions: as a platform for scientific research, as communications relay stations, and for use in mapping and meteorological surveillance.

The President's announcement of the existence of the atomic bomb on August 6—which suggested a potential source of large amounts of energy—enhanced Navy interest in Haviland's proposal. It quickly won the support of his immediate superior, Commander J. A. Chambers, and from Captain Lloyd V. Berkner, himself destined to play a significant role in American astronautics. Captain Berkner, head of the Electronics Materiel Branch, was much taken with the idea of a communications satellite employed as "an artificial ionosphere," and he convinced his superiors of the desirability of investigating the prospect of earth satellites. With authorization to proceed, Berkner discussed the matter with Commander Harvey Hall, Special Scientific Assistant to the Head of the Radar Section. Hall agreed to assist in a committee examination of the technical feasibility of earth satellites. On October 3, 1945, BuAer organized a Committee for Evaluating the Feasibility of Space Rocketry.

THEORETICAL VERIFICATION OF A SINGLE-STAGE SATELLITE ROCKET

Between mid-August 1945, when the Haviland memo was brought to the attention of Berkner, and the creation of the satellite committee on October 3, Harvey Hall determined that a truly practical and useful earth satellite could not be realized with existing
V-2 propellants and "technology; a major advance in rocket technology, he reasoned, appeared necessary and desirable. Assigned at this time to evaluate the application of jet propulsion to aircraft (which are "single-stage" vehicles), he also considered the avenues for advances in rocketry. Hall struck on the concept of a single-stage satellite rocket. With the satellite committee established, he successfully pressed the approach among associates. Accordingly, the committee was charged "to investigate presently available materials and techniques and arrive at some estimate of the possibility of attaining a velocity of libration from one stage of the operation."13

On October 29, 1945,14 the satellite committee concluded that the possibility of placing a single-stage space ship in orbit above the earth warranted establishing a project within BuAer to conduct a detailed study. A high mass-ratio, single-stage vehicle that would compensate for structural development problems by eliminating staging and ignition of engines at upper altitudes, and that burned high specific impulse liquid propellants such as hydrogen and oxygen, the members suggested, would provide a more powerful as well as reliable satellite rocket.

At the end of November 1945, considerable support had been generated within BuAer for an Earth Satellite Vehicle15 program, and functional-type project desks appeared in various sections as the satellite studies intensified.16 The satellite's proponents were now more numerous, and influential: Captain D. S. Fahrney, Head of the Special Design Branch which handled BuAer guided missile projects, Captain W. P. Cogswell17 of the BuAer Radio and Electrical Group, and shortly thereafter, Rear Admiral Leslie Stevens, Assistant Chief for Research and Development, BuAer. Stevens, though he accepted the satellite's usefulness for communications and as a relay station for guidance of surface-to-surface missiles, nonetheless remained very dubious about obtaining the money necessary to build one in view of the congressional cuts in the post-war Navy budget already taking place.18 But most of the supporters were optimistic. Captain Fahrney created a special desk in the Pilotless Aircraft Division "to handle all the engineering aspects of the Earth Satellite Program," and selected Lt. Commander R. F. Haviland, USNR19 to manage it. Plans for this early Navy satellite project (not to be confused with the later Vanguard Program) called for three sequential phases leading to eventual flight testing: (1) the investigations and preliminary research recommended by the satellite committee, (2) a general engineering study by one or more contractors based upon the satisfactory completion of the preliminary research, and (3) award of a contract for construction and operation of a prototype vehicle.20 Subsequent Navy work incorporated the satellite committee premise of a single-stage satellite rocket, and proceeded largely on the strength of a hydrogen-oxygen rocket motor development program conducted by the Aerojet Engineering Corporation,22 supervised by Lt. Commander Robert Truax. Late in 1947, Aerojet personnel succeeded in burning gaseous hydrogen and oxygen in a small rocket motor for the first time, and in the following year they placed the largest hydrogen
lier than in the world in operation at Aerojet; liquid hydrogen was successfully stored, pumped, and burned in what became routine test operations. Within a year the Baker effort in large rocket propulsion systems involved serious "hardcore" development contracts. Additional contracts were modified or began for the study of borohydride fuels and electronic components that could be employed in rockets.

But the Navy Bureau of Aeronautics first sought confirmation of the satellite committee’s initial findings in a contract with the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) at the California Institute of Technology. This contract, executed on December 12, 1945, called for more detailed theoretical research on the relationships between aerodynamic drag during ascent and the desired orbit (altitudes), rocket motor and propellant performance, structural characteristics (mass ratio), payload, and suitable ascent trajectories. JPL undertook these analyses predicated upon the prior satellite committee calculations and reports, and the Navy-stipulated assumptions that:

a. The orbiting missile to be considered is a single-stage liquid propellant rocket missile.

b. The rocket motor propellants are liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen.

c. The performance of this rocket motor is estimated from experimental data on hydrogen-oxygen propellants obtained by D. A. Young of the Aerojet Engineering Corp.

The study program quickly encountered problems. JPL personnel sought to configure ascent trajectories to achieve a desired circular orbit at an altitude of 240 kilometers (150 miles), a profile assumed to be above substantial interference from atmospheric drag. Both vertical and inclined ascent trajectories, given a specified engine burning period and the assumptions furnished by the Navy, yielded orbital altitudes only up to 80 kilometers (50 miles) where air resistance would not permit even one complete orbit of the earth with lightweight structures. This difficulty, already considered in Baker, prompted an important innovative contribution to astronautical theory. In the words of JPL’s Harry J. Stewart:

A method for attaining a higher orbiting altitude than was feasible to attain in a ... the powered launching trajectory was proposed by Commander [Harvey] Hall. In this method the missile is projected, at the termination of its primary powered period, into an elliptic orbit of small eccentricity instead of a circular orbit (zero eccentricity). This can be done either by projecting the missile horizontally with a speed in excess of the circular orbital velocity or by projecting the missile at a small angle of climb. In either case, the missile climbs in an elliptic orbit to the apogee [apogee] point. If a proper velocity increment is added at the apogee point, the missile is then projected into a circular orbit at this increased altitude. This requires an additional start-stop control for the motor and an altitude [sic, read attitude] control for the missile.

BuAer and JPL-Caltech adopted this ascent technique as a correlative axiom, and used it in all subsequent engineering studies for the high altitude test vehicle (HATV). It has since become standard procedure in all space programs for configuring ascent trajectories, for altering orbital altitudes and eccentricity, and, with later modifications for staged vehicles, for improving payload capacity for a given mass ratio. Unknown to those working on the Navy satellite studies, the same innovation had been advanced many years before by the Russian astronomical pioneer K. E. Tsiolkovsky.

JPL conducted these studies between December 1945 and July 1946 under the direction of Homer J. Stewart and Frank J. Mallina. Using the stipulations and ascent technique suggested by the Navy, JPL calculations confirmed the technical feasibility of a single-stage liquid hydrogen-oxygen satellite rocket attaining a minimum circular earth orbit at 240 km (150 miles) altitude provided: the fuel and engine combination would perform according to theory, and that a projected propellant-gross structure weight (mass) ratio of 0.885 to 0.895:1 could actually be realized. At the same time, in a final report, JPL participants felt obliged to remind the Navy that "the required propellant-gross weight ratio could be greatly reduced if a step rocket [staging] were used. For example, a two-step rocket would require, for each step, a propellant-gross weight ratio of about 0.7." 29

Encouraged by the Caltech work, on July 1, 1946, the Navy awarded a second contract to Aerojet Engineering. BuAer wanted Aerojet to determine whether a test stand value of the specific impulse of liquid hydrogen-oxygen was sufficiently near the theoretical value to justify the JPL conclusions of satellite feasibility, perform a design study of a liquid hydrogen-oxygen rocket engine producing 136,000 kg (300,000 pounds) thrust, and fabricate a larger hydrogen-oxygen test engine rated at 454 kg (1000 pounds) thrust. These propulsion system contracts led to the construction of the large hydrogen liquefier mentioned previously, and actual test stand operation of the liquid hydrogen-oxygen rocket engines that did confirm theoretical performance specifications. 30 Another contract was awarded to North American Phillips Company to design a lightweight solar engine with a 50 watt electrical output to power satellite electronic equipment, and work commenced in BuAer on the guidance and attitude control equipment required for the period of unpowered coast along an elliptical trajectory prior to insertion in a circular orbit, and for orbit operations. Verification of the structure mass ratio for the single-stage vehicle, the second condition stipulated by JPL, also began in mid-1946 as the Navy moved into the engineering design phase of the earth satellite project.

Meantime, before most of these early investigations had been completed, support for the satellite project was solicited from many individuals and at many levels in the Navy outside of BuAer. It soon became apparent that full Navy support for an actual flight test vehicle program—as Admiral Stevens suspected—would be difficult to achieve. In November 1945, costs for the engineering and preliminary design phase of the project...
SATELLITE INTEREST IN THE ARMY AIR FORCES

Faced with this unpromising fiscal situation, members of the Navy satellite committee approached the Army Air Forces in the hope of establishing a joint earth satellite project. A joint project, they believed, might be able to command financial support sufficient for flight tests. The first meeting between representatives of the two services took place in Washington, D.C. on March 7, 1946, in the office of the Air Force Major General H. M. McClelland. Navy personnel presented the objectives and status of their rocket satellite project, together with a suggested plan for the proposed Army Air Forces-Navy experimental program to evaluate, justify, and, if warranted, construct and launch a prototype vehicle. Reception of the Navy proposal by the Army Air Forces representatives seemed most favorable; furthermore:

It was agreed at the conference that the general advantages to be derived from pursuing the satellite development appear to be sufficient to justify a major program, in spite of the fact that the obvious military, or purely naval applications in themselves, may not appear at this time to warrant the expenditure.

On this basis, the Army representatives agreed to investigate the extent of Army interest by discussions with General LeMay and others, after which a future joint conference is planned. For several days in March 1946 it appeared that a joint satellite project leading to flight tests might possibly commence in the United States.

After carefully reviewing the Navy proposal, General Carl Spaatz, Army Air Forces Chief of Staff, designated Major General Curtis E. LeMay, recently appointed Deputy Chief of Air Staff for Research and Development, to represent the Army Air Forces in negotiations with the Navy satellite proposal team. In mid-March the General informed a dismayed Commander Hall that the Army Air Forces had decided not to support the proposed joint satellite project, although he left open the possibility of further discussions of earth satellites. Army Air Forces representatives confirmed the Spaatz-LeMay decision at a second meeting in the Research and Development Committee of the Aeronautical Board on April 9, 1946. Air Force Brigadier General Laurence Craigle declared two separate programs preferable to one. If earth satellites were to be constructed, Craigle implied, the Army Air Forces intended to be the service to do it, especially since the Army Air Forces had already staked a claim to future military missions in outer space.

Personnel at the Navy Bureau of Aeronautics returned to their single-stage satellite rocket investigations with the groups at JPL and Aerojet. Though the encounter

had been estimated at $5 million to $8 million. The postwar demobilization and cutback in Navy appropriations in early 1946 clearly indicated that whatever progress the service might attain would have to be managed on a great deal less than $5 million.
with the Army Air Forces had been a disappointment, it had one positive ramification. It prompted another extensive satellite study. The Army Air Forces Research and Development organization turned to the Project RAND research group and, as a first task, instructed this newly formed consultant organization to perform a separate earth satellite feasibility study. Attempts by the Navy Bureau of Aeronautics to arrange another conference met with repeated delays while the Air Force satellite study progressed.

On May 15 the respective service representatives met again in the Research and Development Committee of the Aeronautical Board. This Board, formed during World War I and composed of ranking members from the Army and Navy air arms, normally met at monthly intervals to review new developments and to reconcile "the viewpoints of the two services for the mutual benefit of aviation." At this third meeting AAF General Craigie introduced the Project RAND satellite study "on which the ink was hardly dry, as the basis of a bargaining position that the AAF was on an equal or similar development position with the Navy," Harvey Hall reflected. "From this point on, no further progress was made towards a joint project." But the meeting, admittedly convened for the purpose of coordinating "the initial phases of a [satellite] project... and to define service responsibility, if desirable at this time," bespoke the serious contemporary interest in an artificial earth satellite:

a. It is the most promising means that has been suggested for providing guidance for guided missiles and pilotless aircraft at ranges in excess of about 250 miles.

b. It would provide means for freeing world-wide communications of periodic lack of reliability attributed to outer atmospheric effects.

c. It might be of much value in extending the understanding of meteorology, with consequent improvement in meteorological predictions.

d. It would provide an initial step toward the eventual construction of inhabited satellites and interplanetary travel, with far-reaching implications.

Lacking agreement on which service should be responsible for actual development of prototype satellite vehicles, however, the members referred the question of jurisdiction back to the full Aeronautical Board for a decision. The Navy members maintained steadfastly "that the unknowns involved in this project, and its implications for the possibility of space travel, render premature any attempts to define Service responsibility at this time... [but actual development of a satellite should] be undertaken jointly by the Army, the Navy, and civilian science. The Army members consider that because intercontinental warfare is of paramount interest to the Army Air Forces, future plans involving actual construction of an earth satellite should be under the control of that organization..." In the face of these service positions, the Research and Development Committee could only recommend that the Army Air Forces and the Navy continue
separate preliminary investigations. Meantime, the committee established a formal subcommittee on earth satellites to further examine its potential applications, ensure coordination, and prevent duplication of efforts between the services. 45

SATELLITE ENGINEERING DESIGNS

Without agreement on joint responsibility, a well-defined use for earth satellites, or project approval from the Aeronautical Board, the Navy satellite study project by itself could not command broad internal support and the necessary funding. Navy participants now realized that construction and launch of a prototype satellite—calculated to cost between $50 and $150 million—was at least temporarily precluded. But further "preliminary investigations" were assured on May 8, 1946, when the Chief of Naval Operations formally approved the BuAer satellite study project, 46 and the second phase of work began: vehicle engineering design. In June and July the Navy Bureau of Aeronautics contracted for two major structural design studies, the first with North American Aviation, and the second with an old Navy stalwart, the Glenn L. Martin Company of Baltimore, Maryland. Both firms teamed with Aerojet Engineering Corporation on the engine and propellants. 47

On September 26, 1946, North American Aviation submitted its report to BuAer. The design study, directed by William A. Bollay, had been carried out in the firm's newly established Aerophysics Laboratory. R. G. Wilson served as Project Engineer, with individual technical sections prepared by L. A. Gore, responsible for propellants, surface heating, and power plant; Bruno W. Augenstein, aerodynamics; R. G. Wilson, weight, balance, structural and general design; and R. G. Knutson, guidance and control. Each of the contributors based his work on the Navy stipulated single-stage satellite rocket burning liquid hydrogen-oxygen, and the JPL specified mass ratio of 0.895:1 maximum. North American recommended a pressure stabilized ogive structure 26 meters (86 feet) long and with a maximum diameter of 4.9 meters (16 feet). "It is constructed of stainless steel and has nine clustered individual thrust motors. The vehicle is capable of attaining a maximum velocity of 6,820 meters per second (25,400 feet per second) at an altitude of about 225 kilometers (140 miles)"48 (Figure 1).

North American designed the High Altitude Test Vehicle to weigh 41,130 kg (101,400 lbs), broken down into major components: Propellants, 40,000 kg (89,000 lbs); payload, 450 kg (1,000 lbs); motor and accessories, 2,250 kg (5,000 lbs); and structure, 2,900 kg (6,400 lbs). The starting weight required an initial thrust of 105,700 kg (233,000 lbs) varying to about 139,700 kg (308,000 lbs) thrust at altitude. 49 The firm recommended an eventual longitudinal scaling of the vehicle to about 59,000 kg (130,000 lbs) gross weight with no increase in the vehicle's maximum diameter in a final configuration, and an extension in the burning time of the engines from 126 to 165 seconds.
Since the structures portion of this projected single-stage vehicle could not weigh much more than five percent of the total weight of the satellite rocket, the specifications called for a propellant-to-structure (content-to-shell) ratio approaching that of an egg. This task, at once an engineer's aspiration and nightmare, eventually would be realized.50

The Glenn L. Martin Company and Aerojet studies continued for a complete fiscal year, ending in June 1947. In its first progress report, Martin proposed the use of a standard honeycomb shell construction if the strength requirements could be maintained within the temperature and pressure ranges encountered during flight into earth orbit.51 Under subsequent testing, engineers found this material inadequate to meet the necessary regime, and they dropped it in favor of the North American thin-skin, stainless steel, pressure-stabilized "blimp" structural scheme. Martin's extensive "final report, which incorporated the Aerojet findings on a 136,000 kg (300,000 lb)-thrust liquid hydrogen-oxygen engine, described a truly remarkable single-stage satellite rocket embodying virtually all of the subsystem features presently found in separable booster rockets and spacecraft. This report was prepared by Pedro C. Medina and William B. Bergen, with support from Charles H. Hurry, who handled vehicle temperatures and trajectories, and Albert J. Devaud, responsible for devising the novel ascent guidance and control and orbital attitude control systems.52 (Figure 2).

---

The basic Martin rocket was an ogive body 23.5 meters (77 feet) long and 4.4 meters (14.4 feet) in maximum diameter. The gross weight at launch was 46,550 kg (102,648 lbs), with a mass ratio of 0.895:1, including a 653 kg (1,450 lb) payload. These engineers projected the weight of the structural shell and bulkheads at 16,133 kg (36,28 lbs), about 3.5 percent of the gross weight. Medina assumed a west-to-east launching at equatorial latitudes to take advantage of the earth's peripheral velocity of rotation, together with a suitable number of ground stations located around the earth for tracking and data acquisition.

Unlike the North American prototype, the Martin vehicle employed no aerodynamic surfaces, and although the main stage Aerojet engine remained fixed, dynamic stability was to be provided by four auxiliary control engines which would damp oscillations in pitch, yaw, and roll. The pump-fed, transpiration cooled, liquid hydrogen-oxygen rocket engine, designed by David A. Young and Robert Gordon at Aerojet, had an exit diameter of 4.1 meters (13 and one-half feet) and an overall length of 6.9 meters (22 and one-half feet) tapering to 0.6 meters (2 feet) diameter at the chamber injection plate. The engine would provide 90,400 kg (200,000 lbs) thrust at sea level varying to 135,000 kg (300,000 lbs) at altitude, with a specific impulse of 425 seconds. Its designers allotted 1,674 kg (3,683 lbs) to the engine, turbopumps, valves and plumbing.

Though aware at this time that a small satellite could be made by multi-staging conventional (V-2) rockets, such as the Bumper WAC, the engineers at North American and
Martin responded to the Navy's requirements to see if a larger, single-stage satellite rocket could be devised. With the exception of the extensive work on the propulsion subsystem and some electronic devices, these studies were not hardware contracts. Rather, they involved preliminary feasibility and vehicle design studies for the purpose of evaluating the upper limit to which a single-stage liquid hydrogen-oxygen satellite rocket design could be carried. The answers were positive and encouraging: with appropriate extension of rocket engine burning times and with small improvements in metallurgy and electronics, a single-stage vehicle appeared definitely feasible. 54

TERMINAL EVENTS

With the engineering designs completed in mid-1947, the BuAer satellite studies had progressed about as far as they could possibly go on paper. The prospect of a hiatus, or worse—complete cessation—of the work, caused individuals associated with the Navy proposal to seek again authorization of third phase hardware development and construction of a prototype vehicle. But the renewed search for institutional support would be made all the more difficult by the unresolved questions of satellite utility, the continued interest of the Army Air Forces in a separate satellite project of its own, and by the postwar reorganization of the armed services.

On January 24, 1947, Rear Admiral Leslie Stevens, Assistant Chief for Research and Development, BuAer, sent a letter to the Joint Research and Development Board (JRDB). Coordination of interservice requirements for earth satellites, he declared, was "beyond the scope of action" of the Aeronautical Board, particularly when one considered the possibility of mutual cooperation between civilian scientific and military groups. 55 The satellite held great potential for extending basic knowledge through cooperation with university scientists, Admiral Stevens continued, and he proposed that "the Joint Research and Development Board establish an agency for the coordination, evaluation, justification, and allocation of all phases of the Earth Satellite Vehicle program..." by means of a new ad hoc JRDB panel composed of civilian scientists as well as military representatives. 56

The War Department's Joint Research and Development Board took Admiral Steven's proposal under advisement. Shortly thereafter, upon request of the Army Air Forces and in keeping with military comity extended in such situations, it was remanded to the Aeronautical Board for review before final action. Meantime, however, the American military services underwent the most profound reorganization in their collective history. On July 26, 1947, President Truman signed the National Military Act. A National Military Establishment, under a Secretary of Defense, replaced the historic Departments of War and Navy, and the Army, Navy and Air Force received equal service status. The Act also replaced the JRDB with a Research and Development Board (RDB). 57
Speaking for the Aeronautical Board a few weeks before the Military reorganization, Air Force Lieutenant General Hoyt S. Vandenberg and Navy Vice Admiral D. B. Duncan informed the JRDB that, notwithstanding Admiral Steven's contentions concerning the interests of civilian scientists, the Aeronautical Board remained competent to decide matters of earth satellites. The JRDB, they said, would be apprised of any decisions made on the satellite program.58

Thus, throughout the latter half of 1947 the subject of earth satellites remained suspended in both governmental bureaus: in the satellite subcommittee of the Research and Development Committee of the Aeronautical Board, and in the JRDB-RDB. In the first group, progress on the Air Force and Navy satellite programs was reported and discussed, and other proposals on the disposition of responsibility for earth satellites considered. For example, late in the year the satellite subcommittee of the Aero Board "noted with interest" a second Navy proposal that offered the Office of Naval Research as a potential satellite coordinating agency in the view of the scientific aspects of the program. The subcommittee referred the issue to the full R&D Committee of the Aero Board "for action."59

Since the implications for basic scientific research in outer space rather obviously transcended military interests alone, the RDB likewise sought to decide where to place government responsibility for coordinating earth satellite activity.60 At its initial meeting on December 19, 1947, the reconstituted Research and Development Board addressed this question and the Aeronautical Board's June response. Though the members judged a separate ad hoc coordinating committee originally urged by Admiral Stevens unnecessary,61 they removed responsibility for satellite developments from the Aeronautical Board and vested it in the RDB Committee on Guided Missiles.62 The Guided Missile Committee, in turn, assigned an evaluation of all the satellite work to one of its subpanels, the Technical Evaluation Group. The Committee instructed this civilian-staffed Technical Evaluation Group, chaired by Walter A. MacNair,63 to provide an "opinion as to the desirability of such a [satellite] program, whether a single jointly supported program or separate competitive developments should be sponsored, and an estimate of the time scales and expenditures required for completion of the recommended program . . ." by the end of March 1948.64 With the log-jam over a coordinating agency broken at last, the way appeared open for Research and Development Board approval of continued Navy satellite work—or perhaps a joint program, if not with the Air Force, then possibly with scientific groups.

On March 29, 1948, the Technical Evaluation Group reported on its evaluation of the Navy and Air Force satellite programs. In a three-point opinion, the civilian group held the technical feasibility of building an earth satellite vehicle to be clearly established; however, neither the Navy nor the Air Force, the members declared, had as yet offered a military or scientific utility commensurate with the expected cost of such a vehicle. Consequently, the group recommended that at present, a satellite not be
constructed. Because severe development problems could be anticipated in building a single-stage satellite rocket, the group further recommended that studies of the utility of earth satellites be the only serious activity to continue at Project RAND. Though the group encouraged the Navy to participate with the Air Force in the RAND studies and pursue limited development of liquid hydrogen-oxygen engines and lightweight tanks and structures,65 the findings clearly spelled a deferral of satellite work in general, and, in particular, an end to the Navy's single-stage satellite rocket.

A month later in April, Harvey Hall and his associates in BuAer made a last desperate attempt to continue the Navy satellite program in modified form. This die-hard group of space scientists now urged construction of liquid hydrogen-oxygen "Interim Test Vehicle, N07," reconfigured to a super performance sounding rocket that would rise to an altitude of 320-640 km (200-to-400 miles) (Figure 3). They submitted this proposal66 to an ad hoc subcommittee of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (NACA) that had been recently established to explore and organize methods for extending the tables of the standard atmosphere at altitudes above 6,100 meters (20,000 feet).67 If approved and built, the Navy satellite proponents hoped the sounding rocket might rally eventual financial support for the construction and launch of an earth satellite vehicle.
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In addition to the NACA Subcommittee on the Upper Atmosphere, Navy proponents also sought formal acceptance and endorsement of the new rocket from the RDB's Geophysical Sciences Committee. By this time, however, the BuAer proposal confronted severe obstacles—not only in the form of the Technical Evaluation Group findings of the previous month, but in direct competition from a companion at arms: the Office of Naval Research had already received Navy approval to construct and launch a sounding rocket for upper atmosphere research. According to Hall, the response to this penultimate proposal ended all Navy satellite studies at this time. The RDB Geophysical Sciences Committee took no action whatever; the NACA Subcommittee on the Upper Atmosphere favorably endorsed the project but had no funds to commit to the work. Whatever interest in earth satellites that existed at higher command levels in the Navy had now all but disappeared.

In March 1948, in response to a Presidential ceiling on expenditures for fiscal year 1949, the Navy Bureau of Aeronautics began transferring the remaining funds earmarked for satellites to other projects of more immediate interest. The Navy satellite effort terminated for all practical purposes on June 22, 1948, when the Pilotless Aircraft Division notified Admiral Stevens that "the Earth Satellite Project has been discontinued as such and work is now proceeding with emphasis on the development of a liquid-oxygen, liquid-hydrogen rocket engine. When this power plant appears feasible, flight test vehicles will be designed and constructed."

At Aerojet, work on this last remaining satellite component did continue for one more year, but suffered from technical problems associated with engine heat exchanger and chamber cooling processes. That effort concluded in 1949, ringing down the curtain on Navy satellite efforts in the 1940s. The total cost to the Navy of all satellite-related work conducted between 1945 and 1949 has been estimated at approximately $1.5 million. Ironically, when the satellite program expired in the BuAer Pilotless Aircraft Division, the Navy reprogrammed the remaining funds (around $170,000) to the Office of Naval Research for development of the Viking sounding rocket, also under contract at the Glenn L. Martin Company. In time, Viking became the first stage booster for America's International Geophysical Year satellite in the mid-1950s.

CONCLUSION

The earth satellite studies undertaken by the Navy Bureau of Aeronautics in the late phases of World War II responded to (1) rapid wartime advances in rocket technology at home and abroad, (2) an encounter between members of an Allied technical intelligence team and German rocket specialists from the Peenemunde rocket base, and (3) accounts of the V-2 ballistic missile and its potential applications published in open literature.
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and in contemporary intelligence reports. These investigations took place before the invention of the transistor, the development of solid-state circuitry, and the spread of digital computers; they were complicated further by questions of satellite utility, military jurisdiction, the technical difficulties involved in a single-stage, hydrogen-oxygen satellite rocket, and the projected costs and economies of the moment. It is reasonable to assume that one or a combination of all these conditions would have deterred the endeavor in the years that immediately followed. The participant’s inability to secure Navy support outside BuAer, added to these factors, prefigured the denouement.  

Before March 1948, a Navy decision to proceed to third-phase construction of a prototype hydrogen-oxygen single-stage satellite vehicle was, ultimately, Rear Admiral Stevens’ to make. The Admiral, a man of strong convictions, surmised that a third-phase hardware program in 1947-1948 would involve a technical undertaking of colossal proportions, with little prospect for any early return on the investment. Without broad internal interest or joint service sponsorship for a satellite program, he elected not to proceed. If keen enthusiasm remained evident throughout this period among individuals in its research bureaus, influential members of the operating arm of the Navy remained generally unaware of—or at least not much taken with—these studies or the satellite’s potential applications. The demise of Navy-BuAer satellite studies in the late 1940s appear to devolve from these two interrelated causes: reserved institutional support (which is normally reflected in priorities), and contemporary exigencies associated with technology, cost, and vehicle utility.

On the other hand, the Air Force—a relatively new service primarily concerned with flight in and beyond the atmosphere—moved actively into satellite research. Prompted by the Navy work, the Air Force soon issued orders for active institutional support of an earth satellite program at the highest levels of command. This interest was sustained, waited on or advanced the required technology, and culminated in the Thor-Agena and Atlas-Agena satellite flights that began eleven years later, in 1959.

Though the aspirations of Haviland, Hall, and their Navy colleagues would not be fulfilled as rapidly as they wished, an historic milestone had passed for astronautics in the late 1940s. The technical feasibility of space flight—as opposed to the theoretical feasibility of this activity developed by Goddard, Tsiolkovsky, Oberth and others during the early years of this century—had been firmly established and officially acknowledged. Questions asked and answered would no longer remain focused on astronautical theory, but on practicalities of when and how, and on satellite utility. Answers to these questions would come in the decade to follow.
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